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Take-out pizza boxes are acceptable in the Take-out pizza boxes are acceptable in the 
recycling bins or dumpsters ONLY IF all food, recycling bins or dumpsters ONLY IF all food, 
plastic pieces, condiment cups and any paper wrap plastic pieces, condiment cups and any paper wrap 
is discarded in the trash FIRST. If you don’t want to is discarded in the trash FIRST. If you don’t want to 
discard these items in the trash, please do not put discard these items in the trash, please do not put 
the box in the recycle bin/dumpster. Thank you!the box in the recycle bin/dumpster. Thank you!

1. Pizza boxes

Do NOT put paper coffee cups in campus recycling Do NOT put paper coffee cups in campus recycling 
bins. Trash ‘em. You CAN discard the paper sleeves bins. Trash ‘em. You CAN discard the paper sleeves 
into the bins, but never the cups or lids. Thank you!into the bins, but never the cups or lids. Thank you!

2. Paper coffee cups

Do NOT put the Wingra Café paper boats in campus Do NOT put the Wingra Café paper boats in campus 
recycling bins. The boats are coated with plastic and recycling bins. The boats are coated with plastic and 
cannot be recycled. Trash ‘em. Thank you!cannot be recycled. Trash ‘em. Thank you!

3. Wingra paper boats

Do NOT put the Wingra Café sushi or clear plastic Do NOT put the Wingra Café sushi or clear plastic 
sandwich containers in campus recycling bins. sandwich containers in campus recycling bins. 
Neither are recyclable. Trash ‘em. Thank you!Neither are recyclable. Trash ‘em. Thank you!

4. Wingra sushi or sandwich containers

Plastic to-go iced or frozen coffee cups from Plastic to-go iced or frozen coffee cups from 
places like Dunkin Donuts are NOT acceptable in places like Dunkin Donuts are NOT acceptable in 
campus recycle bins. Trash ‘em. Thank you!campus recycle bins. Trash ‘em. Thank you!

5. Plastic iced coffee cups


